19/02/2020
There was a meeting of the LSU Media Executive Committee on 19th February 2020 in the
Sky Room
PRESENT:
- Chris Leroux (CL)
- Alannah Joy (AJ)
- Eleanor Smith (ES)
- Ben Cooke (BC)
- Anna Cooper (AC)
- Josh Gray (JG)
- Robyn Keetley (RK)
- James Bostock (JB)
- Helena Lucas (HL)
APOLOGIES:
- Jack Anderson – Working
- Will Reynolds – On Holiday
- Josh Thompson
Update from CL: Writing and finalising proposal to Exec to get Media Chair Paid either (1)
Full-time paid or 2) part-time paid) - hopeful that exec will approve 10hours a week being
paid
JB UPDATE - Hall Media meeting at 6pm this Friday, would like members of Media Exec to
attend so we can promote joining Media (RK and CL will be attending, potentially JG and ES,
HL will try and attend, AC and BC cannot attend)
JB plans to speak to the people who did not get elected as media reps, to try and recruit
them to media
JB would like to use media budget to pay for two meals in JC’s for Hall Media Reps or maybe
a drink each- AC, JG and HL don’t think it’s necessary. Argue that these hall reps are not
members, CL finds it hard to justify spending the media budget on non-media members. The
proposal is rejected.
UPDATE from CL on repairing the roof above LCR Studio 1 – supposedly already fixed
according to Chris Spencer. CL and RK will chase this issue again as the roof is apparently not
fixed despite assurances.
AC - senate meetings go on for too long, mentions specific example of a long conversation
that took place in the last exec meeting. JG stated that it was not fair to single out
individual members about mentioning topics that are irrelevant, and that it was for all
members of exec to keep the meeting on point. AC & RK disagree with JG as no one’s name
was mentioned.
Solution to this disagreement - ACTION: Chris amends the agenda before the meeting, so
only the information relevant to the whole of exec is discussed.

AC asked JG about when articles can be released so they don’t interfere with LSUTV posts.
Potentially want to release schedule for Elections Period so no one’s content suffers.
RK propose that exec meetings start earlier so that everyone can attend. New time: 5pm.
ACTION: Chris needs to email all of exec so they know about the time change
AJ: New idea for socials, reoccurring social event (meeting at a pub etc.) potentially every
1st Wednesday of the month
HL – Feels it is unfair that we are so strict with kit in regards to halls and departments as
departments don’t have the funding that halls do for kit. Understood that exec voted for
halls and departments not to have access to the kit, would need another vote with exec to
change that.
CL: lets exec know that committee positions will be elected after the Chair is elected
End of Meeting.

